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	For hundreds of years, the field of game design has drifted along under the radar of culture, producing

	timeless masterpieces and masterful time-wasters without drawing much attention to itself-without, in fact,

	behaving like a "field" at all. Suddenly, powered by the big bang of computer technology, game design has

	become a very big deal and the source of some provocative questions about the future of art and

	entertainment.





	In addressing these questions, the book you are holding raises quite a few of its own. On its surface Rules of

	Play appears to be calm and reasonable, carefully laying out a broad theoretical framework for understanding

	the field of game design. But beneath this calm surface, the book actually stakes out a controversial position in

	a dramatic, ongoing discussion about what games are and what they could become.





	In fact, from certain angles this book appears to have the burning impatience of a manifesto. What is the

	nature of this impatience? To some extent it is the frustration of workers who are asked to build a cathedral

	using only a toothbrush and a staplegun. Games are remarkably complex, both in their internal structure and

	in the various kinds of player experiences they create. But there exists no integrated set of conceptual tools for

	thinking about games. Until recently, if you were a game designer interested in the theoretical underpinnings

	of your field, you would be forced to stitch together a set of perspectives from sociology, anthropology,

	psychology, and mathematics, each of which brought its blindman's view of the elephant, and none of which

	considered games as a creative domain.





	More recently, within the field itself there has emerged a Babel of competing methodologies. Most of these

	have a practical focus on the nuts-and-bolts questions of the creative process of game design; few of them

	have attempted to ground their insights in a general theoretical system. But the impatience that gives this book

	its undercurrent of urgency is more than a response to the field's underdeveloped level of discourse. Why,

	after all, does game design need a theoretical framework? There is something more than insight, knowledge,

	and understanding at stake here.





	Remember that the authors of this book are not just academics looking at games from the outside; they are

	themselves active practitioners. Like many people working in this field, they are driven by the feeling that

	despite the breathtaking pace of recent technical and commercial advancement, games have remained

	creatively stunted. On the one hand, there is a sense of boundless potential, the much-dis-cussed possibility

	that games could succeed film as the defining form of popular culture for the new century. On the other hand,

	there is the reality of the game store-endless racks of adolescent power fantasies, witless cartoon characters,

	and literal-minded sports simulations.





	To get a feeling for the sense of potential that fuels this impatience, consider the vast kinds of experiences

	games can produce-complex networks of desire and pleasure, anxiety and release, wonder and knowledge.

	Games can inspire the loftiest form of cerebral cognition and engage the most primal physical response, often

	simultaneously. Games can be pure formal abstractions or wield the richest possible representational

	techniques. Games are capable of addressing the most profound themes of human existence in a manner

	unlike any other form of com-munication-open-ended, procedural, collaborative; they can be infinitely

	detailed, richly rendered, and yet always responsive to the choices and actions of the player.





	But where are the games that explore these diverse possibilities? Instead of the rich spectrum of pleasures

	games are capable of providing, we seem cursed to suffer an embarrassment of variations on the all-too

	familiar pleasures of running and jumping, of Hide and Go Seek and Tag, of Easter egg hunts and Cops and

	Robbers. And what happened to the explosion of formal experimentation during the early days of computer

	games? For a while it seemed that every other title was a fresh attempt to answer the question "What can you

	do with a computer?" Compare that with the current crop of computer games, the majority of which seem to

	be addressing the question "What can you do while controlling an avatar that is moving through a simulated

	three-dimensional space?"
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Intelligent Multimedia Databases and Information Retrieval: Advancing Applications and TechnologiesIGI Global, 2011


	The decreasing costs of consumer electronic devices such as digital cameras and digital camcorders,

	along with the ease of transportation facilitated by the Internet, has lead to a phenomenal rise in the

	amount of multimedia data. Now multimedia data comprising of images, audio, and video is becoming

	increasingly common. Given that...
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Todd Lammle's CCNA IOS Commands Survival GuideSybex, 2007
Let Todd Lammle help you master IOS commands for CCNA prep
   To become a Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), you must learn the hundreds of IOS commands used by Cisco routers and switches. This handy reference from Cisco networking authority Todd Lammle is just what you need to master those commands.   

   From a...
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Neuroimmune Circuits, Drugs of Abuse, and Infectious Diseases (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2001


	This volume is based on the proceedings of the 7th annual symposium on the topic

	Neuroimmune Circuits, Infectious Diseases and Drugs of Abuse, Bethesda, Maryland, October

	7–9, 1999. This symposium, as in the past, focused on newer knowledge concerning the

	relationship between the immune and nervous systems with regards to the...
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Albion and Jerusalem: The Anglo-Jewish Community in the Post-Emancipation Era (Oxford Historical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2009
Lionel de Rothschild's hard-fought entry into Parliament in 1858 marked the emancipation of Jews in Britain--the symbolic conclusion of Jews' campaign for equal rights and their inclusion as citizens after centuries of discrimination. Jewish life entered a new phase: the post-emancipation era. But what did this mean for the Jewish community and...
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The Middle Ages: 500-1450 (The History of Medicine)Facts on File, 2009
During the Middle Ages (ca. 529-1100), the rise of Christianity had a definite effect on the practice of medicine. Pope Gregory (ca. 540-604) stressed the importance of prayer over medicine, and over time that sentiment became pervasive. Each time a person was healed, it was considered a miracle. The church taught that since God sometimes sent...
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Mac OS X Tiger UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
A best-seller that once showed you how to reign in a panther can  now show you how to tame a Tiger. Mac OS X Tiger Unleashed  is the most comprehensive guide to unlocking the full power of Mac  OS X Tiger that you can find. Written by Unix/BSD experts and Mac  users, ...
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